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Diamond, with its high radiation damage resistance, is an attractive alternative to silicon for neutron
measurements in next step fusion experiments. A 200-mm-thick type IIa natural diamond with Ti/Au
contacts was tested at the LAMPF-WNR facility by time-of-flight neutron energy identification. The
crystal, having a carrier lifetime of up to 1 ns, was arranged in a low-energy-resolution,
high-sensitivity proton recoil telescope consisting of a polyethylene radiator and a
low-energy-proton Teflon filter. This arrangement is similar to the triton burnup monitor of Croft
et al. @Rev. Sci. Instrum.64, 1418~1993!#, where a silicon photodiode was used as a recoil proton
detector. The observed sensitivity for 14 MeV neutrons~DT! is ~1.2560.15!31023 counts/neutron.
However, a high contribution of neutron-induced events in the diamond, mainly carbon~A512!
recoils, was observed. A one-dimensional calculation for the detector response to carbon recoil and
proton deposition is compared to the measurements. Poor energy resolution of the diamond detector
precludes pulse height discrimination between direct 2.5 MeV neutrons events and proton events
corresponding to 14 MeV neutrons. Therefore, an overall DT/DD neutron sensitivity ratio of only
;6.5 is achieved. This value is much lower than the ratio of 540 reported by Croftet al. in their
silicon ~A528! monitor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In present day fusion experiments, and especially in n
step ignited experiments, there is a need to monitor the
sion burn with good spatial and temporal resolution. T
need requires the development of radiation-resistant neu
detectors having high sensitivity for 14.1 MeV DT neutro
and good discrimination against 2.5 MeV DD neutrons. T
high radiation hardness of diamond1 makes these crystals a
attractive active material for these measurements. Relyin
the reaction12C~n,a!9Be, ‘‘rare’’ extra-pure diamond crystal
have been tested as fast neutron spectrometers with a
ferred energy resolution lower than 2%.2,3 However, these
spectrometers have intrinsically low sensitivities, typica
~1–2!31024 counts/neutron. In this article we analyze t
use of a ‘‘typical’’ type IIa natural diamond as a triton burnu
monitor. The diamond is arranged in a proton recoil te
scope similar to that developed by Croftet al.,4 with the
diamond crystal replacing the silicon photodiode of Crof
telescope. In this arrangement a proton radiator is use
improve the sensitivity over that originating from direct i
teraction of neutrons with the atoms of the detector an
filter for low-energy protons is added to help in the discrim
nation against 2.5 MeV DD neutrons.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A 200-mm-thick type IIa natural diamond was prepar
by depositing Ti/Au electrical contacts on one side of
;12.5 mm2 surface. The interdigitated contacts covered
of the active surface. Two chemical vapor deposition~CVD!
diamonds were also prepared; however, their response t
pha particles was much poorer in terms of energy resolu
than that of the natural diamond detector. These CVD d
monds were not studied further.

The diamond crystal is mounted on anN-type connector
and arranged in a proton recoil telescope similar to tha
624 Rev. Sci. Instrum. 68 (1), January 1997
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Croft et al.4 A 2-mm-thick polyethylene proton radiator an
a 80-mm-thick Teflon proton filter are placed in front of th
crystal, separated from it by a;6 mm air gap. Since the
range of 14.1 MeV protons in polyethylene is;2.3 mm,5 the
radiator used produces close to a maximum amount of p
tons. On the other hand, the filter used is thick enough
stop the 2.5 MeV protons~range in Teflon of;64.5 mm5!
while producing a minimum perturbation on the highe
energy proton flux. The air gap has a negligible effect on
bulk of the allowed protons. The Ti/Au electrical contacts
the diamond were on the side closer to the radiator and fi

The assembled detector is placed in the broad-spect
neutron beam~100 keV to 800 MeV! produced by the Los
Alamos Meson Physics Facility~LAMPF! accelerator com-
bined with the Weapons Neutron Research~WNR! target
facility.6 In this latter facility neutrons are produced by 25
ps-wide pulses of protons causing spallation of a tungs
target. The detector, located;19 m away from the spallation
target, is directly connected to an EG&G 142A preamplifi
whose output is transmitted by a;10-m-long RG-58 coaxial
cable to an EG&G 474 timing filter amplifier. The cond
tioned and amplified signal is then fed to an EG&G 9
constant fraction discriminator to obtain a start trigger pu
for a Tennelec TC861A time-to-amplitude converter~TAC!.
The TAC stop trigger is obtained by delaying the LAMP
WNR electrical reference signal;2 ms with an EG&G 416A
gate-and-delay generator. The time-of-flight spectrum is
nally registered by an EG&G 916 multichannel analyz
~MCA! board installed in an IBM-compatible PC. A264 V
bias is supplied to the detector through the 142 A pream
lifier.

Each channel of the analyzer registers events assoc
with neutrons having a particular time of flight~TOF! from
the spallation target~i.e., energy!. The main sources of un
certainty in this TOF/energy association come from the ti
spread produced by the EG&G 934 discriminator and fr
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the calibration of a particular TOF with a particular neutr
energy.~The LAMPF-WNR electrical reference signal has
fixed but unknown delay respect to the proton pulse strik
the spallation target.! No identifiable gamma flash is ob
served in the measured TOF spectra shown in Fig. 1.
TOF-to-energy calibration used comes from identifying t
dip in the bare detector response~described in the next sec
tion! with the threshold for neutron-induced inelastic carb
recoils. It is assumed in the analysis presented in this ar
that the WNR facility is sufficiently well collimated an
shielded such that no spurious higher-energy events are
istered delayed in time by the multichannel analyzer. E
amples of such spurious events would be those cause
high-energy multiply-scattered neutrons that reach the de
tor after some delay. Support for this assumption comes f
measurements of the byproducts of the react
10B~n,ag!7Be, with the boron sample placed on and off t
neutron beam.7 The counts observed with the sample outs
the beam were in all cases less than 1% smaller than t
obtained with the sample placed on the beam.

III. RESULTS

Three 3000 s acquisition runs were obtained with
complete detector~i.e., diamond, radiator, and filter!, with
the diamond alone~‘‘bare’’ detector!, and with the diamond
and radiator but no filter. The results for these three runs
be seen in Fig. 1. The discriminator~EG&G 934! was set to
a level corresponding to approximately 0.4 MeV alpha p
ticles, inferred by irradiating the bare detector with the sa
amplifier and bias voltage but in normal pulse height cou
ing mode with 5.8 MeV244Cm alphas.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, there is a substantial contr
tion from direct neutron events in the diamond~see the sig-
nal from the bare detector!. In fact, with the complete detec
tor essentially all counts observed around 2.5 M
correspond to direct neutron events. The protons that o
nate in the radiator by recoil collisions with 2.5 MeV ne
trons are effectively stopped by the Teflon filter. In the lo
energy range~<1 MeV!, the 6 mm air gap between th
radiator and the diamond is enough to nearly stop all prot

FIG. 1. Time-of-flight counts obtained in 3000 s acquisition runs on
LAMPF-WNR broad-spectrum neutron source. Shown are the results f
the complete detector, the bare detector and the detector with no Teflon
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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or at least reduce their energy below the discriminator lev
At very high energies~>80 MeV! the proton-recoil cross
section in the polyethylene radiator is small enough that
counts are dominated by direct neutron events and poss
some charged particle events originating at high energy
side the detector. The drop in the bare detector trace aro
channel 215~;4.9 MeV! corresponds to the threshold abo
which neutron-induced inelastic carbon recoils in the d
mond become possible. Above this incident energy some
the interaction energy is absorbed by the carbon nucleus
a gamma eventually emitted. This gamma is not detected
the diamond, and consequently the total electrical pulse g
erated in the diamond is reduced below the discrimina
level and the apparent count rate reduced.

The traces in Fig. 1 can be compared with the numbe
neutrons incident on the detector during the time of meas
ment. This neutron flux is calculated with a transport co
combined with the Intra-Nuclear-Cascade model develo
at Los Alamos.8 The results of the comparison can be seen
Fig. 2. A sensitivity of~1.2560.15!31023 counts/neutron is
obtained for 14.1 MeV DT neutrons together with a sensit
ity ratio of approximately 6.5 between the DT neutrons a
2.5 MeV DD neutrons. This is a substantial improveme
over the values corresponding to the bare detector wh
leaving aside possible external charged particle effects~see
the next section!, are~3.561.0!31024 counts/neutron and a
discrimination ratio of around 2. Nevertheless, the sensitiv
ratio observed with the complete detector is much lower th
the ratio of 540 reported by Croftet al.4 in their silicon
monitor.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to analyze the response characteristics of
detector, the measured sensitivities can be compared
calculations that take into account the neutron reaction c
sections, the proton energy deposition rates, and the dete
geometry. Results from these comparisons can be see
Figs. 3 and 4 for the bare detector and complete detec
respectively. Due to the small number of random variab
allowed in the model used for these calculation, it is possi

e
m
er.

FIG. 2. Measured sensitivities~counts divided by the incident neutron spe
trum! corresponding to the complete detector and the bare detector.
625Plasma diagnostics
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to evaluate the probabilities for different energy depositio
in the diamond for each incoming neutron. Given then
discriminator energy level and a energy resolution value,
probability for obtaining an electric pulse above discrimin
tor threshold can be evaluated. The cross sections use
these calculations are those from the ENDF library and
energy deposition rates are from Ref. 5.

The calculation for the bare detector~Fig. 3! utilizes
only elastic12C(n,n)12C collisions, inelastic12C(n,n)12C*
reactions to the first excited carbon level, and12C~n,a!9Be
reactions, since all other reactions have substantially lo
cross sections. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the ‘‘p
ton’’ contribution of the complete detector, that is, the diffe
ence between the responses of the complete detector an
bare detector. The calculation in this case employs elas
recoil collision cross sections in the polyethylene radiator
generate the proton flux. Once this flux has been created
calculation follows the energy decay of this flux as it tran
verses the remaining portion of radiator, the complete Te
filter and the air gap and, if the protons are not stopped
either of these layers, calculates the energy deposited in
diamond ~carbon!. All layers, including the diamond, ar
considered one dimensional and the protons travel in stra

FIG. 3. Comparison of the bare detector results with two numerical ca
lations of the detector response~energy resolutions of 30% and 300%!.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the results corresponding to the ‘‘proton’’ contrib
tion of the complete detector with two numerical calculations of the dete
response response~energy resolutions of 30% and 300%!.
626 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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lines through them. The effects of the electrodes~2000-Å-
thick gold and 500-Å-thick Ti! on the energy decay of th
protons is neglected. The electrodes are only included in
calculation to account for the fact that below them the el
tric field is negligible and no induced charge is measu
from carriers produced in these regions.

The finite observed sensitivity to low-energy~0.7–2.0
MeV! neutrons of the bare detector is difficult to reconc
with the amount of energy needed to be deposited to exc
the discriminator setting. The elastic energy transfer from
neutron to a recoiling carbon nucleus should provide onl
fraction of this incident energy into the diamond. In order
explain the long low-energy tail one needs to argue that
energy resolution of our diamond detector to carbon rec
from neutron interactions is substantially poorer than
;30% energy resolution observed with the 5.8 MeV244Cm
alpha particles, as poor as 300%!. With this high-ene
resolution value, a reasonable agreement between the
detector results and the numerical calculation~Fig. 3! for
neutron energies lower than 10 MeV can be obtained
considering the diamond to have an effective thickness o
mm. This effective thickness is within 5% of that expect
from the electrode geometry and the applied bias. While
ferent values for the effective thickness proportiona
modify the calculated sensitivity for all neutron energies, t
energy resolution value affects predominantly the sensitiv
in the low-energy tail~0.7–2.0 MeV!. Calculations with bet-
ter energy resolutions~the dashed curves in Figs. 3 and!
result in lower sensitivities of the bare detector in this ene
range than those measured. This choice of effective thickn
and resolution produces also a good agreement betwee
‘‘proton’’ contribution results and the corresponding calcu
tion ~Fig. 4! in the same energy range. It is assumed here
the discriminator energy level employed during the neut
measurements is the same as that inferred for alpha parti
i.e., 0.4 MeV.

The source of the discrepancy in both Figs. 3 and 4
energies greater than 10 MeV is also not known. One p
sible explanation is that at higher energies the effective th
ness for neutron-induced events in the diamond may be
ger than that estimated for lower energies. At high neut
energies, more carriers are produced in each event and h
there is a higher probability of inducing an electric pul
above the discriminator level from regions of low electr
fields ~i.e., beyond the 24mm!. In this way, the discrepancy
observed in Fig. 3 is reduced. This conjecture, although
vorable for the bare detector results in the sense that red
the discrepancy observed, does not apply for proton ion
tion in the diamond. On the contrary, above 10 MeV t
proton energy deposition~or ionization! rate in diamond de-
creases as the energy of the proton increases. So, an
explanation is needed for the complete detector compari

A second explanation for the mismatch at high energ
is that in this energy range the bare detector is sensitiv
charged particles originating in the surrounding structures
the WNR facility and hence additional counts are observ
over those expected. On the contrary, the complete dete
is not sensitive due to the presence of ‘‘filtering’’ layers. T
mismatch in Fig. 4 is then due to the fact that the prot
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contribution plotted has been obtained by subtracting the
ditional ‘‘charged-particle’’ counts which are not actual
present in the complete detector. The amount of additio
counts observed in Fig. 3 is strikingly similar to the amou
of missing counts observed in Fig. 4. It should be emp
sized that these charged particles, if present, do not affec
measurements with the complete detector below 15 MeV
to the presence of the 2 mm of polyethylene and 80mm of
Teflon. At the same time, in terms of charged particles c
ated by neutrons in the detector housing, the good fit
served at low energies indicates that their contribution
negligible.

The poor energy resolution of the detector preclud
pulse height discrimination between 2.5 MeV neutron eve
and events corresponding to 14 MeV neutrons. Figur
shows the calculated complete detector sensitivity for
neutrons and the sensitivity ratio between DT neutrons
DD neutrons as a function of discriminator energy level. It
assumed that the detector has an effective thickness o
mm and three different energy resolutions are conside
3%, 30%, and 300%. As can be seen in this figure, for a p
resolution detector~300%! good discrimination can be ob
tained only at the expense of a severe drop in the sensit
for DT neutrons. On the other hand, a good resolution de

FIG. 5. ~a! Calculated complete detector sensitivity~S! for 14.1 MeV DT
neutrons and~b! sensitivity ratio between DT neutrons and 2.5 MeV D
neutrons as a function of discriminator energy level. The detector is assu
to have an effective thickness of 24mm. Three different energy resolution
are shown: 3%, 30%, and 300%. A vertical line is drawn at the discrimin
level used in the experiment.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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tor ~including 30% as a good one! could obtain a reasonabl
discrimination ratio with only a moderate sacrifice on t
sensitivity. Nevertheless, since the active material is car
~diamond! with atomic mass of 12, the sensitivity ratio i
these detectors is inherently lower than that of silicon det
tors ~atomic mass of 28! such as that of Croftet al.4 The
lower the atomic mass, the higher the energy acquired by
recoiling nucleus in a collision with an incoming neutron a
hence, the higher the pulse height observed. Experime
runs with poor statistics were tried at higher discrimina
levels ~up to 1.1 MeV!, with the low-energy counts still ex
isting. Nevertheless, the poor statistics in these runs do
allow further discussion about the origin of the low-ener
tail observed. Further measurements may be planned for
near future to quantify better the energy resolution of
detector.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the neutron sensitivity of a pro
recoil detector using natural type IIa diamond on t
LAMPF-WNR beam, and compared the measurements
1D calculation. The observed sensitivity for DT neutrons
the diamond detector analyzed is comparable to that of
silicon detector of Croftet al.4 and may be of interest for the
fusion community. Nevertheless, the poor energy resolu
~@30%! of this diamond detector precludes pulse height d
crimination between 2.5 MeV DD neutron events and
MeV DT events yielding a low overall DT/DD neutron sen
sitivity ratio. This ratio would increase in diamond detecto
with better resolutions~,30%! and an appropriate choice o
discriminator level, although some degradation in the
neutron sensitivity is inevitable.
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